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European Centre for Health Assets and 
Architecture (ECHAA)
A consortium of European research and 
academic centres (NfpT)

� A Europe-wide organisation � A Europe-wide organisation 

� First point of reference for evidence-based knowledge relevant to 

capital asset strategy for healthcare in Europe.

� focal point for academic and research organisations, NGOs and other 

associated groups with an interest in, or working in the field of 

health infrastructure.

� Collaborative opportunities for new knowledge generation and 

funded research projects.

� A bridge between the public and private sectors relating to all 
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� A bridge between the public and private sectors relating to all 

dimensions of capital assets. 

� Strategic advisory and peer review services, as a new resource for 

the European healthcare sector.

� Training and skills and competency development, principally in the 

form of masterclasses, workshops, seminars and policy briefings.



ECHAA provides a new European 
resource for:

� The European Commission
� Member States Accession Countries� Member States Accession Countries
� Neighbour Countries
� Regions and Municipalities
� Hospital agencies
� International institutions
� Academia
� The private sector including finance, architecture & design and 

construction & equipment companies
� WHO
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� www.echaa.eu
� barrie.dowdeswell@echaa.eu



Agenda for discussion

� Pre-crisis trends in capital investment
� CEE Countries� CEE Countries

� The credit crisis – what and why, how long and what 
impact?

� A macro EU perspective on (capital) investment stra tegy
� The PPP agenda
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� The PPP agenda

� Key principles for capital investment in the new er a



Capital; diversity of funding / procurement 
models

� State / Regional allocation – gives maximum political, policy and 
tactical control

� Three principal options: 

� Free

� Capital charging

� Repayment

� Development grants – usually business case driven within economic 
or explicit healthcare frameworks e.g.

� EU Structural aid – highly focussed, possible match funding, 
sometimes with EIB involvement within the ‘12’
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sometimes with EIB involvement within the ‘12’

� World Bank – usually tied to targeted structural cha nge

� Public Private ‘Partnerships’ – usually (project) focused on 
healthcare delivery, may have some additional socie tal / economic 
benefit and / or commercial enabling dimension

� Commercial funding (inc EIB) - a commercial, risk assessed, loan 
transaction



Structural Fund investment, evolving 
priorities, and more competition

Major policy focus – Economic Regeneration and Growt h, plus 
for health:

� Targets EU top health priorities e.g.
� Health inequalities
� Healthy ageing – the principal DG Sanco (fund) targe t

� Demonstrates
� Innovation
� Contribution to growth and economic regeneration

� Delivers 
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� Delivers 
� Improvements in population health status
� Affordable investment
� Progressive modernisation of health facilities

Simply making capital investment available is unlik ely in itself 
to be enough to stimulate transformational change



Capital context: pre-crisis, The EU in 
general

� 40 years of incremental growth in hospital and (cli nical) 
technology focused investment – a main driver of cos t inflation

� Consolidation of a hospital centric model of health care, but 
with evidence of poor planning and generally slow m ove 
towards evidence based decision-making processes

� Under-investment (some disinvestment) in community and 
primary care facilities

� Recent capital growth funded through debt creation –
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affordable out of high levels of GDP – but with a hi gh 
opportunity cost 

� Legacy of ‘Semashko’ - monolithic (centrist model) ho spitals

� Decades of underinvestment

� Poor access to capital funding

15 / 12
Fault
line



Lack of progress – CEE Countries
How others see it

� From the mid-1960s onwards CEE health systems fell well behind the 

15, in comparative terms: 15, in comparative terms: 

� low productivity and slow medical innovation

� rigid hierarchical systems finding it difficult to cope with a more 

complex range of diseases that require more individ ualised forms 

of care; cancers, cardiovascular disease

� Medical institutions (clinics and hospitals) remain ed largely protected 

from downsizing or major reconfiguration
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from downsizing or major reconfiguration

� Inherited structures are often preserved through me asures such as 

subsidies, financial guarantees and bail-outs

� Lack of knowledge about providers ’’’’ performance is a result of 

viewing health care as a ‘‘‘‘welfare ’’’’ rather than a ‘‘‘‘consumer ’’’’ service



CEE - A complex problem of 
reconfiguration

Stratification of roles and functions

� Municipalities - tend to run primary care centres, 

� Provinces and regions – tend to run hospitals and cl inics 

� National responsibility – usually university and ter tiary 
hospitals

Can Result in uneven capital and technology investm ent 

� Access to new medical innovation slow and diffusion  
fragmented - despite some high levels of spending
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fragmented - despite some high levels of spending

� Higher levels of medical consultations, hospital be ds, and 
hospital bed days per citizen than the ’’’’15’’’’ – there is little 
evidence of capital enhancing workforce effectivene ss



The problem of capital - 2010

In the WHO European region, the hospital sector absorbs between 
35-70% of total national expenditure on health care

� Sustaining a hospital centric model of care is incr easingly � Sustaining a hospital centric model of care is incr easingly 
expensive .

� hospitals should spend between 10% and 15% of annua l 
income on upgrading and modernization

� the current European average is between 2% and 8%

� cost inflation of capital spending is running well ahead of GDP 
growth
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growth

� we are continuing to build up a legacy of outmoded hospitals 
and technologies 

� Capital investment predestines a large stream of op erational and 
medical costs for decades to come



What are we using capital for and howWhat are we using capital for and how
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The challenges in the capital domain - the 
mega trends in healthcare (1)

� Managing healthcare transitions

� Demographics

� Epidemiological trends – the surge in chronic illness� Epidemiological trends – the surge in chronic illness

� Affordability vs expectation

� The rising cost of healthcare transitions

� New technology diffusion – (identified by the OECD a s the 
principal cost driver)

� Economic factors
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� Economic factors

� Evidence based change

� Healthcare priorities

� Structures and systems – e.g. integrated care

� Outcome and healthgain evaluation – including patien t safety



The challenges in the capital domain - the 
mega trends in healthcare (2)

� Leverage for change

� Markets and tariffs

� Strengthening commissioner power – collaborations � Strengthening commissioner power – collaborations 
and mergers

� New European and global providers – and niche 
operators

� EU cross border health ‘tourism ’

� Transparency and accessibility of information
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But

� Continuing uncertainty over the economic outlook

� EU Commission strategy impact



Has ‘new ’ capital investment made a 
difference ?
A disappointing conclusion

Tactical viewpoint

� Hospital modernisation

Strategic viewpoint 

� Widening health inequalities� Hospital modernisation
� Reductions in waiting times
� Better quality and satisfaction
� Improved safety 
� Meets public expectations
� Improved workforce attraction 

and retention
� Frontier medicine – at a price
But

� Widening health inequalities
� Unresponsive to new / 

growing needs
� Chronic ill
� Elderly

� Lack of provable / measurable 
impact on population health

� Failure to tackle ‘avoidable’
admissions – perverse 
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But
� Large deficits
� Continuing evidence of 

underinvestment / wrong 
investment

admissions – perverse 
service payment models

� Limited technology diffusion
� Financially unsustainable
� Missed opportunities



How we got our planning wrong
A case study from Ontario Canada (pop 13 m)
Why do we think we will do any better in future?
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We often reduced bed numbers by closing small ‘inef ficient’ community facilities
Probably the wrong decision



We know (most of) the reasons for the mismatch 
between planning assumptions and current 
demand / need

Service driven improvement
� Quicker discharge� Quicker discharge
� New clinical technologies
� New models of care
� Front line admission avoidance
� Primary care led admission avoidance
Central policy initiatives
� Government masterplanning – largely bed ratio reduct ions
� Performance management targets – efficiency savings
� Affordability problems – reduced access
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� Affordability problems – reduced access
Manipulative tactics
� Cost (patient) shifting between health agencies
� Out of pocket (supplementary personal and insurance ) payments

� Strategies have often focused on short-term expedie ncy

www.euro.who.int/en/home/projects/observatory



Compression
impact

Hospitals are facing serious demographic 
and epidemiological driven change but 
are remarkably resilient

Hospital

Community
&

lifestyle
support

Re-emergence
&

revitalisation

impact

Healthy
ageing

Flashpoints

PPP
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Hospital
Hospital

Public 
Health
- 1950

Acute
Care
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- 2010? 

Chronic 
Illness
2008 -

Aged
Care
2015 -

Here now



Why the balance of investment will need 
to changeto change

The credit crisis and ongoing recession

An ageing population

The surge in chronic illness
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The surge in chronic illness

Reducing health inequalities



What caused the credit crisis?
Will it end soon?

� Fiscal inbalance between the East and West
� East; dominant export position – saving the net gain in balance � East; dominant export position – saving the net gain in balance 

of payments
� West; dominant import position – afforded by debt cr eation

� Debt financed growth – personal and public
� Sub-prime mortgages
� Easy credit
� Public service expenditure financed out of high lev els of debt 

(justified by GDP growth)
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(justified by GDP growth)

� Reduction in public spending – stabilises the proble m, but
� Economic regeneration is needed to reduce debt leve ls
� We then face the age gap pensions crisis
� These factors have triggered a policy shift by the EU



Big government deficits: projections of government 
‘Primary B alance’ & ‘Debt’

Source:  IMF, 
Strategies for 
Fiscal 
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We need an “exit strategy” for many governments, to reduce current 
overspending during the next few years – capital inv estment is in the firing line

Fiscal 
Consolidation, 
Feb 2010



Debt CEE Countries
Gov Debt as % of GDP
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Debt – CEE
Budget balances as % of GDP
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Weak fiscal stimulus
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Spending is unlikely to get back to 
former levels any time soon in CEE
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Capital investment is critical to change –
but:

Current levels of (hospital) revenue and capital de bt is unsustainable
� Simply cutting expenditure will damage services
� Ways need to be found to:

� Reduce debt� Reduce debt
� Ensure hospitals live within their means

At the same time a need to invest in new (capital) initiatives to tackle:
� The impact of an ageing population
� The rising cost burden of chronic illness
� Health inequalities
� Public expectation
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� Public expectation
� Modernisation of facilities

Transformational change is needed – it will require:
� Greater productivity from capital investment (and t he workforce)
� A policy of disinvestment to reinvest – in new servi ce models
� Major Hospital reconfiguration



Ageing populations – a short perspective
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The impact of an ageing population – a 
demonstration of a critical EU problem area
We should have started planning a decade ago, it 
was all totally predictable

2010 - 10 to 12010 - 10 to 1

2030 - 4 to 1

Ratio of working
population to
elderly retired
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* Europe 2020

Each year that passes sees a greater pressure being  placed on 
the working population to fund the current healthca re needs of 
the elderly. Increased unemployment, as a result of  the financial 
crisis, is making the problem worse



The growth of an ageing society
Netherlands - trend lines

number of aged persons (65+) per profile
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A big increase in age related dependency 
CEE
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Ageing - Silent epidemics (1)
Gradation of incidence of fracture across 
Europe – an age related problem

Total direct costs

Deaths -
24% women, 
33% men 
die within one year
By the time your read this
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The silent epidemics (2)
A significant co-morbidity
We could also add Diabetes, CHD, COPD

Neurological disease and degeneration 
� The Estimated number of people living* with dementi a in the � The Estimated number of people living* with dementi a in the 

EU is between 5.3 and 5.8 million people. 
� This represents between 1.14% and 1.27% of all Euro pean 

citizens.
� by 2050:

� Figures will double in Western Europe, and 
� Treble in Eastern Europe

� They represent a considerable proportion of people ‘on 
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� They represent a considerable proportion of people ‘on 
hold’ in hospital

• “People should not suffer from Dementia, they shoul d be 
supported to live with it, it is a normal part of a geing”

Britt Ostland, Lund University



The impact of an ageing population, Ontario, Canada 
The elderly do not become more ill as they age – there are 
just more of them – and with co-morbidities

Early onsetEarly onset

32 Ontario has 7 years to reconfigure a significant el ement of hospital stock



The EU Commission perspective
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EU Commission responses
Lisbon Strategy evaluation document

MAIN FINDINGS
� The Lisbon Strategy has helped build broad consensu s on � The Lisbon Strategy has helped build broad consensu s on 

the reforms that the EU needs
� and it has delivered concrete benefits for EU citiz ens and 

businesses
� but increased employment has not always succeeded i n lifting 

people out of poverty

� Structural reforms have made the EU economy more re silient 
and helped us weather the storm – cohesion policy worked 
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and helped us weather the storm – cohesion policy worked 
� However, the Lisbon Strategy was not sufficiently e quipped 

to address some of the causes of the crisis from th e outset
� Whilst much has been achieved, the overall pace of 

implementing reforms was both slow and uneven



Lisbon Strategy evaluation document

� Earmarking of Structural Funds has helped mobilise considerable 
investments for growth and jobs although there is f urther to go:

� Need to enhance policy effectiveness
� Difficulties with the process 
� Weak capacity
� Lack of strategic approach
� Poor integration of process
� Weak outcome assessment
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� Need to strengthen leverage – “through financial 
engineering”

� Health remains a high value investment

� The findings are consistent with the Euregio case s tudy review



“Europe 2020”

Shaping future EU (SF) policy

� SMART, SUSTAINABLE AND INCLUSIVE GROWTH� SMART, SUSTAINABLE AND INCLUSIVE GROWTH
Where do we want Europe to be in 2020? 

� ““““Three priorities should be the heart of Europe 2020 : 
� Smart growth – developing an economy based on 

knowledge and innovation . 
� Sustainable growth – promoting a more resource 
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� Sustainable growth – promoting a more resource 
efficient, greener and more competitive economy .

� Inclusive growth – fostering a high-employment 
economy delivering economic, social and territorial 
cohesion .””””

www.ec.europa.eu/growthandjobs/pdf/complet_en.pdf - (3rd March 2020)



Flagship initiatives
The Commission is putting forward seven 
flagship initiatives to catalyse progress 
under each priority theme

� Innovation Union � Innovation Union 

� Youth on the move 

� A digital agenda for Europe

� Resource efficient Europe 

� An industrial policy for the globalisation era

� An agenda for new skills and jobs 
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� European platform against poverty



An issue of governance and Economics

� Stronger economic governance will be required to 
deliver results. deliver results. 

� Europe 2020 will rely on two pillars: 

� The thematic approach  - the flagships - combining pr iorities 
and headline targets; and 

� Country reporting, helping Member States to develop  their 
strategies to return to sustainable growth and improved public 
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strategies to return to sustainable growth and improved public 
finances. 
� Integrated guidelines will be adopted at EU level t o cover 

the scope of EU priorities and targets. 
� Country-specific recommendations will be addressed to 

Member States. 



Why innovation and diversity is important, Deficit 
recovery – the EU Lisbon ‘reflection process’

� The crisis has wiped out recent progress 

� The steady gains in economic growth and job creatio n 
witnessed over the last decade have been wiped out
� GDP fell by 4% in 2009 , our industrial production dropped 

back to the levels of the 1990s and 23 million peop le - or 10% 
of our active population - are now unemployed. 

� Public finances have been severely affected, with d eficits at 
7% of GDP on average and debt levels at over 80% of  GDP –
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7% of GDP on average and debt levels at over 80% of  GDP –
two years of crisis erasing twenty years of fiscal 
consolidation. 

� Growth potential has been halved during the crisis . Many 
investment plans, talents and ideas risk going to w aste 
because of uncertainties, sluggish demand and lack of 
funding. 



Major EU concerns over ageing

� ““““Demographic ageing is accelerating. As the baby-boo m 
generation retires, the EU's active population will  start to generation retires, the EU's active population will  start to 
shrink as from 2013/2014. The number of people aged  over 
60 is now increasing twice as fast as it did before  2007 –
by about two million every year compared to one mil lion 
previously. The combination of a smaller working 
population and a higher share of retired people wil l place 
additional strains on our welfare systems. ”””” Europe 2020
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� Healthy Ageing will feature as a new high priority SF target



PPP, an ongoing ambition and conviction 
in Europe (1)

COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, 
THE COUNCIL, THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMI TTEE AND 
THE COMMITTEE OF THE REGIONS Brussels, 19.11.2009 COM(2009) 615 finalTHE COMMITTEE OF THE REGIONS Brussels, 19.11.2009 COM(2009) 615 final

Mobilising private and public investment for recove ry and long 
term structural change: developing Public Private P artnerships

� The combination of public and private capacities an d money can 
help the process of recovery 

� But, just at the time when the more systematic use of PPPs would 
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� But, just at the time when the more systematic use of PPPs would 
bring considerable benefits, the crisis has made th em more difficult 
to implement 

� Although there is now some evidence of recovery, th e volume and 
value of projects currently is still significantly below pre-crisis level. 



PPPs (2)
The EU 5 key actions in 2010

� Set up a PPP group inviting relevant stakeholders t o discuss 
their concerns and further ideas with regard to PPP s

� Work with the EIB with a view to increasing the funding available 
for PPPs

� Review the relevant rules and practices in order to  ensure that 
there is no discrimination in the allocation of public funds , where 
Community funding is involved

� Propose a more effective framework for innovation including the 
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� Propose a more effective framework for innovation including the 
possibility for the EU to participate and directly invest in specific 
projects

� Consider a proposal for a new legislative instrument on 
concessions, based on the ongoing Impact Assessment .



Public Private Partnerships

� Privatisation of public services is becoming common

� Rapid development of private sector capacity

� Increasingly acceptable for governments to hand ove r control – and � Increasingly acceptable for governments to hand ove r control – and 
financial responsibility, including debt to private companies and 
relieve citizens of the tax burden

� Common areas:

� Telecommunications

� Energy

� Postal services
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� Postal services

� Transport services

� Growth in global expertise and competition

� It may offer a quicker route to accessing capital investme nt

� Health is however an extremely sensitive area for p rivatisation 



What many governments are considering 
Understanding the PPP debate

� Encouraging open competition in healthcare
� Providing hospitals with greater freedoms and auton omy through 

new PPP models (privatisation) – including raising capitalnew PPP models (privatisation) – including raising capital

� Giving patients greater choice

� Removing state monopolies – there can still be state  ownership 
but hospitals will find it difficult to access capi tal

� Changing the culture
� Monopolies – tendency towards the highest price that  can be got

� Competition – the lowest sustainable price whilst en suring 
quality standards are met
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quality standards are met

� Improving the effectiveness of the social (insuranc e) funds
� A better deal for patients, including choice and re sponsiveness 

to need

� More transparency

� Better purchasing



Capital - the trend towards  (PPP) market models
- will almost certainly accelerate
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Core business – healthcare delivery
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Scale and nature of 
Patient focused
principles of planning
and investment
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The risk management effect
But managing risk needs new competencies, 
high levels of probity and mature systems
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Innovation is a key factor
Productivity growth, Output per hour,

1954=100, US
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Source: Boston Consulting Group, The Economist, A special Report on Innovation, October 13th 2007, pg 4.



Overall ranking of EU Health systems
Top ranked - ? a co-relation to Social Fund models, 
PPP development and innovation
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CEE countries cannot buy their way to the 
top
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Some difficult choices for CEE Countries in the 
current economic climate

1. Rationing services and cutting health care spending  – will make 
the position worse

2. Raising additional revenue – does not look possible2. Raising additional revenue – does not look possible
3. Implementing structural reforms that improve the he alth sector ’’’’s 

productivity and responsiveness

1 & 2 have been tried within the 15 and 12 and usua lly fail or prove
unsustainable. The current crisis may create the cl imate and
opportunity for change
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� The EU wide trend is now in the direction of (3) – s tructural 
reform, but

� It will require significant capital investment
� PPPs may offer a way forward as an alternative to c ontinuing 

state direction and ownership (little prospect of s tate capital)



Underlying structural change themes across 
Europe

� Diversifying financing and moving to economically m ore 
sustainable modelssustainable models

� Facilitating innovation and applying new technology  as a 
driver of change

� Making health systems more patient-focused and less  
provider-centred

� Strengthening primary care and reducing the burden (of 
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the elderly and chronic ill) on the hospital sector

� Introducing competition between service providers t o 
drive up standards and promote cost competitiveness



PPP Some principles and case studies
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Principal PPP models

� The Private Finance Initiative
� Used to finance and procure new hospital infrastruc ture , may 

include some non-clinical services
� Mainly centred on the UK
� Applied mainly by State Hospitals
� Payment for use of buildings (a form of lease)

� Full service public Private Partnerships
� Mainly used for acute hospital services
� Provision of buildings, technology and all operatio nal and clinical 

services
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� Most common form of PPP in Europe
� Funded through (DRG) patient treatment payments

� Extended forms of PPP
� Full provision of hospital buildings and services
� Includes primary care (may include some community s ervices)
� Funded by annual capitation payment per head of pop ulation



PFI Characteristics
An output planning and design model

� Design, financing and procurement of new buildings outsourced to 
the private sector
� Often includes functional services – cleaning, cater ing etc

� Transfer of building related risk to private sector :
� Penalties for late delivery of the project (buildin g)
� Over cost – private company absorbs cost overrun – no  

recharge to hospital
� Hospital leases building from private company under  contract –

between 25 and 40 years
� Hospital has no authority to change / redevelop the  building –

unless by contract agreement
� Company guarantees availability and relevant mainte nance 
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� Company guarantees availability and relevant mainte nance 
standards
� May include penalty charges to the hospital for ‘ex cessive’

utilisation
� Option for building to revert to state ownership at  end of contract 

period



Tactically successful, more new hospitals, more 
quickly
Strategically disappointing – high cost, inflexible 
buildings and low innovation

Suggested Benefits

� Quick access to capital via 

Experience

� High cost of borrowing – high 

PFI

� Quick access to capital via 
banks

� Keeps debt off Gov balance 
sheet

� Better procurement, on-cost, 
on-time delivery

� Innovation
� More durable buildings –

better maintained
� Risk transfer to the private 

� High cost of borrowing – high 
annual capital charges

� Rule change means debt is 
now on Gov balance sheet

� High cost, time consuming 
procurement process

� Low cost / poor design
� Low levels of innovation –

little impact on service 
efficiency
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� Risk transfer to the private 
sector

efficiency
� Poor adaptability and 

flexibility to meet changing 
need

Falling out of favour – also post credit crisis prob lems with 
financing model – 2 nd generation model being tried, Karolinska



Full Service PPP Characteristics
An outcome model

� Private company buys or takes over hospital, and/or  is granted a 
license to provide public service healthcare
� Licence stipulates patient access conditions and us ually quality 

standards – almost always include guarantees for equitable standards – almost always include guarantees for equitable 
patient service delivery – no ‘cherry picking’

� Private company assumes all debts and all risks
� Freedoms:

� Establishing shareholder structure – may include pub lic sector 
partners

� Raising capital – usually loans via the commercial m arket
� Expansion / reconfiguation / investment strategy at  company 
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� Expansion / reconfiguation / investment strategy at  company 
discretion

� Hiring and firing and setting workforce rewards sys tems – often 
includes bonus payments or staff shareholding

� Payment
� Almost always via some form of DRG system – payment for 

services provided



PPP Critical success factors – from 
ECHAA case studies

� Strategic view of future risks and opportunities
� Long-range sustainable economic business model
� Major innovation in service models� Major innovation in service models

� Patient flow planning – and work process systemisati on
� Multi-disciplinary working
� Hospital avoidance strategies – outreach community f ocused service 

delivery and development – vertical integration

� Capital investment matched to service models
� High levels of design adaptability and flexibility
� Shift of investment towards primary care / communit y locations
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� Shift of investment towards primary care / communit y locations
� Continuous upgrading and renewal of facilities and buildings
� High quality lifecycle investment planning

� Open, transparent and high quality clinical governa nce
� Major culture change , including high levels of investment in 

workforce competency training



Raising capital loans
What the banks should know and ask for

Should Know
� Macro government health priorities and policy
� Social Fund purchasing strategies and competencies� Social Fund purchasing strategies and competencies
� Healthcare and economic risk factors
Should ask for
� Long-range business plan (at least) extending for t he lifetime 

of the loan
� Service demand model
� Lifecycle investment model

� Risk assessment model, including
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� Quality and safety – clinical governance
� Reputational risk impact 

� Income schedule – also as collateral for loan
� Evidence of workforce competency – business and 

professional
� General governance (probity) arrangements



Hospital patient profiling
Why better data and audit is critical

Age related care Between 30%
& 50% have no

Mother and child services

Acute care

Chronic illness

& 50% have no
need for
hospitalisation

Shift towards
Ambulatory
care

More 
specialisation
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Mother and child services

Emergency care



Hospital re-profiling
What structural change means

Acute chronic

Elderly
Co-morbidity

Alternative
providers

Resizing
over time

Hospital

Core services
• Emergency
• Mother & Child
• Acute care –
reduced volume

Acute chronic

Primary care
Social care

New
providersAdmission 

Tertiary specialist

over time
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Primary care
Hosp avoidance Social care

providersAdmission 
avoidance

Outreach

Outreach

Vertical integration
of hospital / community
based services

New capital 
investment

Community



Strategic planning - hospital in-patient 
demand

The EU trend forecasts
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Average LoS
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Illustrations from ECHAA Case Studies

Capital investment for health: 
Case studies from Europe

World Health Organization, 2009
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http://www.euro.who.int/InformationSources/Publications/Catalogue/20090908_1



German Private Hospital Corporation

46 hospitals – small community to 
large scale teaching
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The problems

� Failing German Public Hospitals

� Underinvestment in healthcare facilities

� Shift in attitude of regions – a focus on strategic direction 
and out of operational delivery
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� Shift towards integration of PC and Secondary care

� Company with new concept model wishing to exploit 
potential



RK Integrated performance strategy
Patient streaming and admission avoidance 
where possible
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The whole systems ICT digital technologies 
underpinning the RK approach
A critical investment in the new era
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Whole systems integration
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Concept into practice
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Whole systems networking, vertical 
and horizontal integration

RK Changing the focus

Toward disease 
management

and horizontal integration

Technology diffusion

Local ambulatory care

management
networks
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Variable, often existing community sites : regenera tion
Very little new build



New wave Netherlands hospitals
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Primary 

care

Thinking differently – Orbis Sittard, Netherlands 
The Health park – a ‘dispersed’ campus model

General hospital

Polyclinic

Patient

care

Facilities can

have modular

characteristics

to provide
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Ambulatory

units

Patient

hotel

to provide

flexibility

New ICT technologies e.g. telemedicine allows many of these to be dispersed

Home units



73 The modular adaptable design hospital



Coxa, Tampere, Finland

Specialist 
elective 
orthopaedic 
facility
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The problem for the Region
� Increasing waiting times for treatment

Coxa Hospital - the problems

� Increasing waiting times for treatment
� Long-range “exponential explosion in demand”
� Shortage of capital
� Health inequalities
� Duplication of services

The problem for the hospital
� Waiting for capital
� Poor quality outcomes
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� Poor quality outcomes
� Rising demand 
� Danger of losing staff 
� Region-wide competition for services



Coxa – the solution
Generic and transferable principles

� Concept:

� Quality driven (seamless) regional care – vertical a nd horizontal 
integration

� Freedoms on capital spending, design, procurement a nd workforce 
rewards through innovative PPP status

� Availability and adoption of new ICT technology as a platform for 
region-wide integrated models of care (pathways)

� Major internal culture change

� Engaging stakeholders in reconfiguring services
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� Engaging stakeholders in reconfiguring services

� Local government

� Public

� Professionals

� Commercial interests



COXA whole service / capital 
integration

before
theatre

ward and diagnostic ward

Theatre check in

Recovery / rehab prog

before

after

ward and diagnostic ward
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CPs
Diagnostic
programming

Coxa Hospital and patient flow, 90+% compliance with predictive care 

programmes - the equivalent of 30% bed reduction

Costs – 10% reduction in prices – partially self-financed further capital 

development



Some observations – what studies show
First - There must be a willingness to take risks

� A shift from state ownership to institutional auton omy seems to 
generate improved results providing freedoms are fu lly utilised . 
Realistic business planning is critical to future successRealistic business planning is critical to future success

� The rigour of commercial borrowing:
� improves decision-making
� reinforces the strategic focus of investment;
� drives innovation and change management
The impact of corporate risk ownership
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� There is a need to invest in high levels of compete ncy training 
and workforce development

� It is essential to ensure comparable improvement in  the social 
(insurance) fund structures and performance



Successful strategic investment principles

� From - Cost cutting and central guidelines and bench marks

� To – Patient responsiveness, lifecycle value and sustain ability

Integrated strategic service and capital planning and investment
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Quality 
Efficiency

Sustainability

Clinical process systemisation Adaptable capital assets



Thank you for your attention

barrie.dowdeswell@echaa.oeu
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